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                                      Laura Jane Quan McCarthy was     bor n              on March 4: 1952: At Mount Zion Hospital:                                      San Francisco: California: USA: Laura  Jane  Quan McCarthy’s favorite activities as a child 
                                                                                                         were   
                                                       playing with all of her       dolls       and s t u f f e d animals: 
                                                 Playing with her brother and   sister:  Drawing: Sewing: Making up 
                                            stories: Laura Jane Quan McCa rthy’s fi rst job was working at her father’s 
                                       butcher shop: Selling canned plums: Bread: Frozen vegetables: Ham hocks: Salt 
                                  Pork: Laura Jane Quan McCarthy’s mother was born in Sebastopol: California: USA: 
                                 Laura Jane Quan McCarthy’s father was born in Canton: China: Laura Jane Quan McCarthy 
                          visited her extended family in Canton: China with her family when she was in grammar school: As a 
                       child Laura Jane Quan McCarthy lived on Lyon Street in the Western Addition neighborhood of San 
                     Francisco: California: USA: Laura attended Public School and afterwards Chinese School: As a child  
                   Laura Jane Quan McCarthy loved summer vacation: Christmas: Family Parties: Her mother’s cooking  
                 and baking: Running: Now: Laura Jane Quan McCarthy lives in Richmond: California: USA: As an adult 
                Laura Jane Quan McCarthy loves her husband: Kevin McCarthy: Her cats: Ella McCarthy: Ira McCarthy: 
               Ginger McCarthy: Not working: Her home: Laura Jane Quan McCarthy’s favorite animal is Cat: Laura Jane 
               Quan McCarthy’s favorite idea is anything to do with problem solving: Laura Jane Quan McCarthy’s favorite 
               object is her bed: Laura Jane Quan McCarthy earns her living as a Family Nurse Practitioner for the City and 
                County of San Francisco: California: USA: Nurse practitioners provide both primary care services as well as 
                  specialty services: Diagnose problems: Prescribe medications: Provide education to patients and families: 
                   Assist the patient to maintain good health or improve their health. Registered Nurses are professional 
                      nurses who often supervise the tasks performed by practical nurses: Orderlies: Nursing assistants. Nurse 
                        practitioners provide direct care and make decisions regarding plans of care for individuals and groups 
                           of healthy: Ill and injured people. A Nurse Practitioner is a registered nurse who has completed 
                             their advanced education and training in the diagnosis and management of common medical 
                                conditions including chronic illnesses: Nurse Practitioners provide a broad range of health 
                                  care services: They provide some of the same care provided by physicians and maintain 
                                               close working relationships with physicians. A Nurse Practitioner can serve as a patient’s 
                                         regular health care provider: Family Nurse Practitioners manage both pediatric and 
                                           adult patients: The aim of the art of Laura Jane Quan McCarthy is to please her 
                                              Self and anyone else who is interested: The aim of the life of Laura Jane Quan 
                                                 McCarthy is to have a happy life with her husband Kevin and their cats 
                                                     and to be able to help others being supportive and nurturing: And now 
                                                    I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another caring 
                                                            nurturing cooker feeder hard working supportive expert 
                                                                human being skilled nurse to rich poor injured sick 
                                                                     weak diseased cracked broken recovering new 
                                                                           born dying youn   o   ld humans too 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
                 A symbol for longevity The Peach is the most symbolic of any Chinese tree or fruit: Its tree wood and color keep 
                 demons at bay and its flower petals cast spells on men. The Peach Fruit itself carries the most symbolic meaning 
                 in Chinese culture: The Peach Fruit is believed to be the fruit of immortality in Chinese mythology: It is said that 
                 Goddess Hsih Hwang Mu: Goddess of the West: Has a magical tree that bears the Peaches of Immortality: Who 
                 has the eaten The Peaches will attain immortality: The Chinese concept of immortality refers to a long: Healthy: 
                 Happy: Wholesome: Tranquil: Prosperous life: The Peach is also a symbol for spring time in China: 
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